HISTORICAL NOTE

Julius “Steve” Kassovic was hired at Dickinson College in the summer of 1978 after receiving his master’s degree at UC Berkeley in 1977. He was hired for a part-time teaching position in the Sociology-Anthropology Department, but he did not begin teaching until the spring semester of 1979 due to earlier low enrollment in the course he was originally scheduled to instruct. The folklore course, which ultimately resulted in the materials comprising this collection, subsequently became quite popular among students. Steve Kassovic taught at Dickinson College through the spring of 1984.

COLLECTION DESCRIPTION

The Julius Stephen Kassovic Papers, also referred to as the “Dickinson College Folklore Archive,” are housed in five document boxes and are divided into six groups: Project Documents, A-Z Categories, A-Z Nations/Nationalities, Unfiled Assignments, Contents, and Miscellaneous.

From spring 1979 through spring 1984, Steve Kassovic taught a course titled Introduction to Folklore. The main assignments for this course involved students gathering pieces of folklore, be they jokes, stories, myths, ethnic expressions, etc. Most, if not all of the student assignments from this course comprise the bulk of this collection. In 1980, Steve Kassovic described the Dickinson College Folklore Archive as follows:

Made up from class projects of Antro. 201 students, the archive is a collection of examples from over 40 different ethnic and language groups, covering more than 50 genres of folklore. Although the archive, located in 2A Denny, was established primarily for anthropology students it can be a resource of great interest to students in fields such as American Studies, History, Psychology, Sociology, and the languages.
The Project Documents materials include the index terms utilized for the archive. Developed at UC Berkeley, this indexing schema was subsequently adapted by Kassovic for this folklore collection. Also included are the project guidelines for the folklore class. These are the guidelines which students were instructed to follow when completing their assignments.

The A-Z Categories materials comprise the largest section of the collection. The individual folklore stories collected by the students were filed into these subject categories and sub-categories, which are based on the indexing schema included with the Project Documents. Steve Kassovic himself is believed to have filed these materials, and no attempt has been made to change their arrangement.

The A-Z Nations/Nationalities materials contain folklore items specific to peoples of a country or ethnic group. Specific subject categories within these national grouping are listed in the inventory for reference purposes.

The Unfiled Assignments materials are composed of student projects which had not been separately filed according to subject category prior to their being deposited in the college archives. Most of these projects date from the spring of 1984, Kassovic’s last semester teaching this course at Dickinson College. There are also a few from the summer of 1981 and a single project from the summer of 1979. These items are arranged alphabetically by student last name.

The Contents materials include the tables of contents and lists of informants for each student collection of folklore reports. These have been alphabetized by student last name, with a number of unattributed items being included at the end of the series.

The Miscellaneous materials includes one folder of legends and lore specific to Carlisle and the central Pennsylvania area and one folder of additional assignments that were not previously categorized and filed according to the established schema.

COLLECTION INVENTORY

MC 2010.1 – BOX 1

PROJECT DOCUMENTS
Folder 1) Categorization Schema
Folder 2) Assignment Guidelines

A-Z CATEGORIES
Folder 3) ACADEME: DICKINSON - customs (C8)
Folder 4) ACADEME: DICKINSON - folkspeech (sex) (F6)
Folder 5) ACADEME: DICKINSON - folkspeech (general) (F6)
Folder 6) ACADEME: DICKINSON - folkspeech (naming)
Folder 7) ACADEME: DICKINSON - games (drinking games) (G3)
Folder 8) ACADEME: DICKINSON - graffiti, latrinalia (G7)
Folder 9) ACADEME: DICKINSON - jokes (J6)
Folder 10) ACADEME: DICKINSON - legends and tales (L4)
Folder 11) ACADEME - folkspeech (general) (F6)
Folder 12) ACADEME - folkspeech (naming) (F6)
Folder 13) BLASON POPULAIRE - anti-Canadian (C33)
Folder 14) BLASON POPULAIRE - anti-Catholic (C35)
Folder 15) BLASON POPULAIRE - anti-Chinese (C45)
A-Z CATEGORIES (cont.)

Folder 16) BLASON POPULAIRE - anti-Christian (C455)
Folder 17) BLASON POPULAIRE - anti-English (E5)
Folder 18) BLASON POPULAIRE - anti-German (G45)
Folder 19) BLASON POPULAIRE - anti-Greek (G7)
Folder 20) BLASON POPULAIRE - anti-hippie (H5)
Folder 21) BLASON POPULAIRE - anti-Hungarian (H8)
Folder 22) BLASON POPULAIRE - anti-Indian (I5)
Folder 23) BLASON POPULAIRE - anti-Irish (I7)
Folder 24) BLASON POPULAIRE - anti-Italian (I8)
Folder 25) BLASON POPULAIRE - anti-Japanese (J3)
Folder 26) BLASON POPULAIRE - anti-Jewish (J4)
Folder 27) BLASON POPULAIRE - anti-medical professions (M4)
Folder 28) BLASON POPULAIRE - anti-Mexican (M48)
Folder 29) BLASON POPULAIRE - anti-multiple groups (M8)
Folder 30) BLASON POPULAIRE - anti-Negro (N4)
Folder 31) BLASON POPULAIRE - anti-Polish (P6)
Folder 32) BLASON POPULAIRE - anti-Portuguese (P65)
Folder 33) BLASON POPULAIRE - anti-Puerto-Rican/Cuban (P8)
Folder 34) BLASON POPULAIRE - anti-Russian (R8)
Folder 35) BLASON POPULAIRE - anti-Scottish (S28)
Folder 36) BLASON POPULAIRE - anti-Texan (T4)
Folder 37) BLASON POPULAIRE - miscellaneous
Folder 38) BLESSINGS AND PRAYERS
Folder 39) BLESSINGS AND PRAYERS - parodies (P3)
Folder 40) CHEERS (athletic)
Folder 41) COUNTING OUT RHYMES - Bubble gum, bubble gum (B9)
Folder 42) COUNTING OUT RHYMES - Eeny, meeny, miney, moe (E4)
Folder 43) COUNTING OUT RHYMES - Engine number nine (E5)
Folder 44) COUNTING OUT RHYMES - Ink-a-binka (I5)
Folder 45) COUNTING OUT RHYMES - My mother and your mother (M94)
Folder 46) COUNTING OUT RHYMES - One potato, two potato (O55)
Folder 47) COUNTING OUT RHYMES - miscellaneous
Folder 48) CURSES
Folder 49) CUSTOMS - birth (B55)
Folder 50) CUSTOMS - birthday (B55)
Folder 51) CUSTOMS - calendar (C3)
Folder 52) CUSTOMS - catholic (C35)
Folder 53) CUSTOMS - celebration/festivals (C4)
Folder 54) CUSTOMS - community life (C6)
Folder 55) CUSTOMS - death (D4)
Folder 56) CUSTOMS - courtship and sex (C67)
Folder 57) CUSTOMS - family (F3)
Folder 58) CUSTOMS - food (F6)
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A-Z CATEGORIES (cont.)
Folder 59) CUSTOMS - high school, junior high (H5)
Folder 60) CUSTOMS - homosexual (H6)
Folder 61) CUSTOMS - naming (N3)
Folder 62) CUSTOMS - religious (R4)
Folder 63) CUSTOMS - tooth fairy (T6)
Folder 64) CUSTOMS - wedding customs (W4)
Folder 65) CUSTOMS - miscellaneous
Folder 66) DANCES
Folder 67) DRINKING LORE (not drinking games)
Folder 68) ENTERTAINMENT LORE
Folder 69) ETYMOLOGY
Folder 70) FAMILY LORE
Folder 71) FOLKLORE PARODIES
Folder 72) FOLK MEDICINE - aphrodisiacs (A6)
Folder 73) FOLK MEDICINE - arthritis (A7)
Folder 74) FOLK MEDICINE - bites, snakes, insects, etc. (B5)
Folder 75) FOLK MEDICINE - blisters (B553)
Folder 76) FOLK MEDICINE - boils (B6)
Folder 77) FOLK MEDICINE - bruises (B77)
Folder 78) FOLK MEDICINE - burns (B86)
Folder 79) FOLK MEDICINE - canker sores (C35)
Folder 80) FOLK MEDICINE - cholera (C455)
Folder 81) FOLK MEDICINE - colic (C457)
Folder 82) FOLK MEDICINE - colds (C6)
Folder 83) FOLK MEDICINE - cough (C68)
Folder 84) FOLK MEDICINE - cramps (C7)
Folder 85) FOLK MEDICINE - croup (C75)
Folder 86) FOLK MEDICINE - cuts and puncture wounds (C8)
Folder 87) FOLK MEDICINE - diarrhea (D55)
Folder 88) FOLK MEDICINE - ears (E1)
Folder 89) FOLK MEDICINE - eyes (E9)
Folder 90) FOLK MEDICINE - feet (F4)
Folder 91) FOLK MEDICINE - flu (F55)
Folder 92) FOLK MEDICINE - freckles (F7)
Folder 93) FOLK MEDICINE - headaches (H4)
Folder 94) FOLK MEDICINE - hiccoughs (H5)
Folder 95) FOLK MEDICINE - intestinal ailments (I57)
Folder 96) FOLK MEDICINE - menstruation (M458)
Folder 97) FOLK MEDICINE - multiple ailments (M7)
Folder 98) FOLK MEDICINE - mumps (M8)
Folder 99) FOLK MEDICINE - nosebleed (N6)
Folder 100) FOLK MEDICINE - pneumonia (P5555)
Folder 101) FOLK MEDICINE - poison oak/ivy (P63)
A-Z CATEGORIES (cont.)

Folder 102) FOLK MEDICINE - rashes, chicken pox, etc. (R35)
Folder 103) FOLK MEDICINE - sleep (S55)
Folder 104) FOLK MEDICINE - sores (S6)
Folder 105) FOLK MEDICINE - splinters (S61)
Folder 106) FOLK MEDICINE - spring tonic (S63)
Folder 107) FOLK MEDICINE - throat, laryngitis, etc. (T45)
Folder 108) FOLK MEDICINE - toothache (T6)
Folder 109) FOLK MEDICINE - varicose veins (V3)
Folder 110) FOLK MEDICINE - warts (W3)
Folder 111) FOLK MEDICINE - miscellaneous
Folder 112) FOLKSPEECH - naming animals (A5)
Folder 113) FOLKSPEECH - naming body and body parts (B6)
Folder 114) FOLKSPEECH - naming building and objects (B9)
Folder 115) FOLKSPEECH - naming clothing (C55)
Folder 116) FOLKSPEECH - naming games (G3)
Folder 117) FOLKSPEECH - naming household objects and tools (H6)
Folder 118) FOLKSPEECH - naming nicknames (human) & individual (N5)
Folder 119) FOLKSPEECH - naming categories of people (P4)
Folder 120) FOLKSPEECH - naming places (P5)
Folder 121) FOLKSPEECH - naming specific persons and types of people (S6)
Folder 122) FOLKSPEECH - naming value items, money, gems (V3)
Folder 123) FOLKSPEECH - naming vehicles (V4)
Folder 124) FOLKSPEECH - naming miscellaneous
Folder 125) FOLKSPEECH - pure nonsense
Folder 126) FOLKSPEECH - domestic and social activities drinking and alcohol (D7)
Folder 127) FOLKSPEECH - domestic and social activities duties and chores (D8)
Folder 128) FOLKSPEECH - domestic and social activities eating and food (E3)
Folder 129) FOLKSPEECH - domestic and social activities personal habits, bathing, etc. (P4)
Folder 130) FOLKSPEECH - acknowledgements appearance (A6)
Folder 131) FOLKSPEECH - acknowledgements cautionary (C3)
Folder 132) FOLKSPEECH - acknowledgements commands (C6)
Folder 133) FOLKSPEECH - acknowledgements compliments (C65)
Folder 134) FOLKSPEECH - acknowledgements determination, indecision (D45)
Folder 135) FOLKSPEECH - acknowledgements disapproval, dislike (D5)
Folder 136) FOLKSPEECH - acknowledgements disbelief (D55)
Folder 137) FOLKSPEECH - acknowledgements failure, ineptitude (F3)
Folder 138) FOLKSPEECH - acknowledgements farewell, leave taking, dismissals (F35)
Folder 139) FOLKSPEECH - acknowledgements frustration, difficulty (F7)
Folder 140) FOLKSPEECH - acknowledgements greetings, arrival (G7)
Folder 141) FOLKSPEECH - acknowledgements health (H4)
Folder 142) FOLKSPEECH - acknowledgements insults and put-downs (I5)
Folder 143) FOLKSPEECH - acknowledgements reinforcement statements (R4)
Folder 144) FOLKSPEECH - acknowledgements resignation, acceptance, indifference (R45)
A-Z CATEGORIES (cont.)

Folder 145) FOLKSPEECH - acknowledgements success and pleasure (S9)
Folder 146) FOLKSPEECH - acknowledgements surprise (S95)
Folder 147) FOLKSPEECH - acknowledgements thanks and praise (T5)
Folder 148) FOLKSPEECH - acknowledgements miscellaneous
Folder 149) FOLKSPEECH - weather cold weather (C6)
Folder 150) FOLKSPEECH - weather hot weather (H6)
Folder 151) FOLKSPEECH - weather rain (R3)
Folder 152) FOLKSPEECH - weather snow and frost (S6)
Folder 153) FOLKSPEECH - travel
Folder 154) FOLKSPEECH - communication ham radio operator (H3)
Folder 155) FOLKSPEECH - comparisons of humans to: animals (A5)
Folder 156) FOLKSPEECH - comparisons of humans to: humans (H8)
Folder 157) FOLKSPEECH - comparisons of humans to: inanimate objects (I5)
Folder 158) FOLKSPEECH - non-human comparisons to: animals (A5)
Folder 159) FOLKSPEECH - non-human comparisons to: humans (H8)
Folder 160) FOLKSPEECH - non-human comparisons to: inanimate objects (I5)
Folder 161) FOLKSPEECH - sexual attraction (A8)
Folder 162) FOLKSPEECH - sexual females, reference to (F4)
Folder 163) FOLKSPEECH - sexual homosexual (H6)
Folder 164) FOLKSPEECH - sexual kissing, necking, petting (K5)
Folder 165) FOLKSPEECH - sexual intercourse (I5)
Folder 166) FOLKSPEECH - sexual males, reference to (M3)
Folder 167) FOLKSPEECH - sexual menstruation (M4)
Folder 168) FOLKSPEECH - sexual masturbation (M37)
Folder 169) FOLKSPEECH - sexual pregnancy (P7)
Folder 170) FOLKSPEECH - sexual virginity (V5)
Folder 171) FOLKSPEECH - sexual miscellaneous
Folder 172) FOLKSPEECH - scatology emissions (E4)
Folder 173) FOLKSPEECH - scatology euphemisms for toilets, urination, defecation (E9)
Folder 174) FOLKSPEECH - occupational construction (C65)
Folder 175) FOLKSPEECH - occupational education (students) (E3)
Folder 176) FOLKSPEECH - occupational farming and ranching (F37)
Folder 177) FOLKSPEECH - occupational hospitals (H6)
Folder 178) FOLKSPEECH - occupational medical, dental (M4)
Folder 179) FOLKSPEECH - occupational mining (M5)
Folder 180) FOLKSPEECH - occupational politics (P65)
Folder 181) FOLKSPEECH - occupational restaurant, bar, short order slang (R48)
Folder 182) FOLKSPEECH - occupational retail store (R49)
Folder 183) FOLKSPEECH - occupational trucking (T7)
Folder 184) FOLKSPEECH - occupational miscellaneous
Folder 185) FOLKSPEECH - recreational baseball, basketball, football (B37)
Folder 186) FOLKSPEECH - recreational fishing and hunting (F5)
Folder 187) FOLKSPEECH - recreational golf (G6)
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A-Z CATEGORIES (cont.)
Folder 188) FOLKSPEECH - recreational pool (P6)
Folder 189) FOLKSPEECH - recreational sailing (S3)
Folder 190) FOLKSPEECH - recreational tennis (T4)
Folder 191) FOLKSPEECH - recreational miscellaneous

MC 2010.1 – BOX 2

Folder 1) FOLKSPEECH - secret languages
Folder 2) FOLKSPEECH - swearing cursing (C8)
Folder 3) FOLKSPEECH - swearing euphemistic swearing (E8)
Folder 4) FOLKSPEECH - swearing miscellaneous
Folder 5) FOLKSPEECH - behavioral evasive, timewasting, busy (E9)
Folder 6) FOLKSPEECH - behavioral intoxication, hangover, vomiting (I56)
Folder 7) FOLKSPEECH - behavioral sleeping, waking (S5)
Folder 8) FOLKSPEECH - behavioral miscellaneous
Folder 9) FOLKSPEECH - miscellaneous
Folder 10) FRATERNITY LORE - customs (C8)
Folder 11) FRATERNITY LORE - folkspeech (F6)
Folder 12) FRATERNITY LORE - initiation and activities (I5)
Folder 13) FRATERNITY LORE - jokes (J6)
Folder 14) FRATERNITY LORE - latrinalia (L3)
Folder 15) FRATERNITY LORE - songs (S6)
Folder 16) FRATERNITY LORE - toasts and cheers (T6)
Folder 17) GAMES - game-related materials game preliminaries and choosing (P7)
Folder 18) GAMES - game-related materials terminators (T4)
Folder 19) GAMES - game-related materials terminology and speech (T45)
Folder 20) GAMES - ball-bouncing games, rhymes “one, two,…” (B3)
Folder 21) GAMES - ball-bouncing games, rhymes “My name is Alice…” (B3)
Folder 22) GAMES - ball games baseball type variants (B35 B3)
Folder 23) GAMES - ball games basketball type variants (B35 B35)
Folder 24) GAMES - ball games dodgeball (B35 D6)
Folder 25) GAMES - ball games SPUD (B35 S7)
Folder 26) GAMES - ball games stickball (B35 S8)
Folder 27) GAMES - ball games stoopball (B35 S9)
Folder 28) GAMES - ball games miscellaneous
Folder 29) GAMES - blindman’s bluff (B5)
Folder 30) GAMES - capture the flag (C35)
Folder 31) GAMES - car games (C37)
Folder 32) GAMES - card games (C38)
Folder 33) GAMES - circle games (C5)
Folder 34) GAMES - cooties (C66)
Folder 35) GAMES - courtship and sexual games (C69)
Folder 36) GAMES - duck, duck, goose (D9)
A-Z CATEGORIES (cont.)

Folder 37) GAMES - ghost (G5)
Folder 38) GAMES - guessing (G8)
Folder 39) GAMES - handclapping games Mary Mack (H3 M3)
Folder 40) GAMES - handclapping games Miss Suzy/Lucy had a steamboat (H3 M5)
Folder 41) GAMES - handclapping games Playmate come out… (H3 P5)
Folder 42) GAMES - handclapping games miscellaneous
Folder 43) GAMES - hide and seek (H5)
Folder 44) GAMES - hide and seek sardines (and variants) (H5 S3)
Folder 45) GAMES - hopscotch (and variants) (H6)
Folder 46) GAMES - jacks (and variants) (J3)
Folder 47) GAMES - jumprope games (J85)
Folder 48) GAMES - kick the can (and variants) (K5)
Folder 49) GAMES - king of the mountain (K55)
Folder 50) GAMES - knife games (K6)
Folder 51) GAMES - leapfrog (L4)
Folder 52) GAMES - Mother may I (M6)
Folder 53) GAMES - Padiddle (P3)
Folder 54) GAMES - games to pass time (P38)
Folder 55) GAMES - red light, green light (R4)
Folder 56) GAMES - Red rover (R47)
Folder 57) GAMES - ring-a-leavio (R5)
Folder 58) GAMES - ring around a rosie (R53)
Folder 59) GAMES - rock, paper, scissors (and variants) (R6)
Folder 60) GAMES - seven-up (S4)
Folder 61) GAMES - singing (S5)
Folder 62) GAMES - snow games (S6)
Folder 63) GAMES - spin the bottle
Folder 64) GAMES - steal the bacon (S73)
Folder 65) GAMES - swimming pool games (S9)
Folder 66) GAMES - tag freeze (and variants) (T3 F7)
Folder 67) GAMES - tag miscellaneous
Folder 68) GAMES - telephone or whisper-down-the-lane (not telephone calls) (T4)
Folder 69) GAMES - truth or dare (T7)
Folder 70) GAMES - word (not guessing) (W6)
Folder 71) GAMES - word: jinx (and variants) (W6 J3)
Folder 72) GAMES - miscellaneous
Folder 73) GESTURES
Folder 74) HOLIDAY LORE - Christmas (C4)
Folder 75) HOLIDAY LORE - Easter (E3)
Folder 76) HOLIDAY LORE - Halloween (H3)
Folder 77) HOLIDAY LORE - May Day (M3)
Folder 78) HOLIDAY LORE - Mother’s Day (M6)
Folder 79) HOLIDAY LORE - New Year’s Day (N4 D3)
A-Z CATEGORIES (cont.)
Folder 80) HOLIDAY LORE - Thanksgiving (T4)
Folder 81) HOLIDAY LORE - Valentine’s Day (V2)
Folder 82) HOLIDAY LORE - miscellaneous
Folder 83) JOKES - cycles dead baby (D4)
Folder 84) JOKES - cycles elephants (E4)
Folder 85) JOKES - cycles Helen Keller (H4)
Folder 86) JOKES - cycles knock, knock (K5)
Folder 87) JOKES - cycles light bulb (L5)
Folder 88) JOKES - cycles mommy, mommy (M6)
Folder 89) JOKES - cycles Mary Jane (M37)
Folder 90) JOKES - cycles moron (M67)
Folder 91) JOKES - cycles Tarzan and Jane (T3)
Folder 92) JOKES - cycles miscellaneous
Folder 93) JOKES - forms, non-cyclic statements (S75)
Folder 94) JOKES - narrative deformities (D45)
Folder 95) JOKES - narrative famous people (F3)
Folder 96) JOKES - narrative nonsense (N6)
Folder 97) JOKES - narrative nuns (N86)
Folder 98) JOKES - narrative political (P65)
Folder 99) JOKES - narrative pretended obscene (P7)
Folder 100) JOKES - narrative religion (R4555)
Folder 101) JOKES - narrative scatological (S25)
Folder 102) JOKES - narrative sick (S5)
Folder 103) JOKES - narrative miscellaneous
Folder 104) JOKES - practical jokes
Folder 105) JOKES - pun/play on words
Folder 106) JOKES - sex jokes children (C45)
Folder 107) JOKES - sex jokes disease and disgust (D35)
Folder 108) JOKES - sex jokes homosexuality (H6)
Folder 109) JOKES - sex jokes male (M3)
Folder 110) JOKES - sex jokes prostitution (P65)
Folder 111) JOKES - sex jokes virginity (V5)
Folder 112) JOKES - sex jokes women (W6)
Folder 113) JOKES - sex jokes miscellaneous
Folder 114) JOKES - Shaggy dog stories the “original” story
Folder 115) JOKES - Shaggy dog stories punning punchlines (specific proverbial phrases)
Folder 116) JOKES - Shaggy dog stories punning punchlines—popular sayings
Folder 117) JOKES - Shaggy dog stories punning punchlines—misc. proverbial phrases
Folder 118) JOKES - Shaggy dog stories punchline is moral
Folder 119) JOKES - miscellaneous
Folder 120) JUMP ROPE RHYMES - blue bells...
Folder 121) JUMP ROPE RHYMES - Charlie Chaplin
Folder 122) JUMP ROPE RHYMES - Cinderella
A-Z CATEGORIES (cont.)

Folder 123) JUMP ROPE RHYMES - down to the valley…
Folder 124) JUMP ROPE RHYMES - Johnny over the ocean…
Folder 125) JUMP ROPE RHYMES - K-I-S-S-I-N-G
Folder 126) JUMP ROPE RHYMES - Lincoln, Lincoln…
Folder 127) JUMP ROPE RHYMES - Mable, Mable…
Folder 128) JUMP ROPE RHYMES - My name is…
Folder 129) JUMP ROPE RHYMES - not last night…
Folder 130) JUMP ROPE RHYMES - pepper, salt…
Folder 131) JUMP ROPE RHYMES - rich man, poor man…
Folder 132) JUMP ROPE RHYMES - Spanish dancer…
Folder 133) JUMP ROPE RHYMES - teddy bear…
Folder 134) JUMP ROPE RHYMES - miscellaneous
Folder 135) LEGENDS - babysitting
Folder 136) LEGENDS - beasts & monsters
Folder 137) LEGENDS - bigfoot
Folder 138) LEGENDS - boyfriend’s death
Folder 139) LEGENDS - camp
Folder 140) LEGENDS - cars
Folder 141) LEGENDS - dead cat or dog
Folder 142) LEGENDS - famous people
Folder 143) LEGENDS - ghosts
Folder 144) LEGENDS - haunted house
Folder 145) LEGENDS - hook
Folder 146) LEGENDS - maniacs, murderers
Folder 147) LEGENDS - mysterious disappearances
Folder 148) LEGENDS - witches
Folder 149) LEGENDS - Jersey Devil
Folder 150) LEGENDS - miscellaneous local (not Carlisle)
Folder 151) LEGENDS - miscellaneous
Folder 152) LIMERICKS - clean
Folder 153) LIMERICKS - dirty
Folder 154) MILITARY LORE - Army customs
Folder 155) MILITARY LORE - Army folkspeech
Folder 156) MILITARY LORE - Navy folkspeech
Folder 157) MNEMONIC DEVICE - art
Folder 158) MNEMONIC DEVICE - astronomy
Folder 159) MNEMONIC DEVICE - biology
Folder 160) MNEMONIC DEVICE - calendar
Folder 161) MNEMONIC DEVICE - chemistry
Folder 162) MNEMONIC DEVICE - geology
Folder 163) MNEMONIC DEVICE - English language, grammar
Folder 164) MNEMONIC DEVICE - French
Folder 165) MNEMONIC DEVICE - Latin
A-Z CATEGORIES

Folder 166) MNEMONIC DEVICE - mathematics
Folder 167) MNEMONIC DEVICE - music
Folder 168) MNEMONIC DEVICE - spelling
Folder 169) MNEMONIC DEVICE - miscellaneous
Folder 170) NARCOTIC LORE - anecdotes
Folder 171) NARCOTIC LORE - cocaine folkspeech (names)
Folder 172) NARCOTIC LORE - cocaine folkspeech (use of)
Folder 173) NARCOTIC LORE - customs
Folder 174) NARCOTIC LORE - folkspeech (words for “altered state”)
Folder 175) NARCOTIC LORE - folkspeech (combination of drugs)
Folder 176) NARCOTIC LORE - folkspeech (general)
Folder 177) NARCOTIC LORE - games
Folder 178) NARCOTIC LORE - marijuana folkspeech (names)
Folder 179) NARCOTIC LORE - marijuana folkspeech (use of)
Folder 180) NARCOTIC LORE - marijuana paraphernalia
Folder 181) NARCOTIC LORE - police/being arrested
Folder 182) NARCOTIC LORE - sayings
Folder 183) NARCOTIC LORE - “speed” folkspeech
Folder 184) NARCOTIC LORE - superstitions
Folder 185) POETRY - beans, beans
Folder 186) POETRY - birdie, birdie in the sky
Folder 187) POETRY - children’s miscellany
Folder 188) POETRY - circular
Folder 189) POETRY - emissions
Folder 190) POETRY - food, eating, drink
Folder 191) POETRY - Fuzzy Wuzzy was a bear
Folder 192) POETRY - I never saw a purple cow…
Folder 193) POETRY - I scream, you scream
Folder 194) POETRY - lady bug, lady bug
Folder 195) POETRY - love, marriage, sex
Folder 196) POETRY - Monday’s child…
Folder 197) POETRY - nobody likes me…
Folder 198) POETRY - nonsense rhymes
Folder 199) POETRY - Nursery Rhymes
Folder 200) POETRY - one for the money
Folder 201) POETRY - peas, porridge hot…
Folder 202) POETRY - poem parodies
Folder 203) POETRY - rain, rain go away
Folder 204) POETRY - roses are red…
Folder 205) POETRY - spring
Folder 206) POETRY - starlight, starbright
Folder 207) POETRY - Tarzan rhymes
Folder 208) POETRY - there was a girl…
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A-Z CATEGORIES (cont.)

Folder 209) POETRY - miscellaneous
Folder 210) PROVERBS - Absence makes the heart…
Folder 211) PROVERBS - An apple a day…
Folder 212) PROVERBS - An apple doesn’t fall…
Folder 213) PROVERBS - April showers…
Folder 214) PROVERBS - “A” miscellaneous
Folder 215) PROVERBS - an empty barrel
Folder 216) PROVERBS - beauty is only skin deep
Folder 217) PROVERBS - you make your bed…
Folder 218) PROVERBS - early to bed
Folder 219) PROVERBS - beggars can’t be choosers
Folder 220) PROVERBS - the bigger they are…
Folder 221) PROVERBS - a bird in the hand…
Folder 222) PROVERBS - birds of a feather…
Folder 223) PROVERBS - the early bird
Folder 224) PROVERBS - don’t cross your bridges…
Folder 225) PROVERBS - “B” miscellaneous
Folder 226) PROVERBS - You can’t have your cake…
Folder 227) PROVERBS - When the cat is gone…
Folder 228) PROVERBS - don’t count your chickens…
Folder 229) PROVERBS - cleanliness is next to godliness…
Folder 230) PROVERBS - every cloud has a silver lining
Folder 231) PROVERBS - too many cooks…
Folder 232) PROVERBS - “C” misc.
Folder 233) PROVERBS - Do as I say…
Folder 234) PROVERBS - You can’t teach an old dog…
Folder 235) PROVERBS - let sleeping dogs lie
Folder 236) PROVERBS - “D” miscellaneous
Folder 237) PROVERBS - eggs in one basket
Folder 238) POETRY - Nursery Rhymes parodies

MC 2010.1 – BOX 3

Folder 1) PROVERBS - Eyes are bigger than your stomach
Folder 2) PROVERBS - “E” miscellaneous
Folder 3) PROVERBS - All’s fair in love & war
Folder 4) PROVERBS - fool & his money are soon parted
Folder 5) PROVERBS - better to be silent and thought a fool…
Folder 6) PROVERBS - “F” miscellaneous
Folder 7) PROVERBS - All’s not gold that glitters
Folder 8) PROVERBS - when the going gets tough…
Folder 9) PROVERBS - what’s good for the goose…
Folder 10) PROVERBS - grass won’t grow on a busy street
A-Z CATEGORIES (cont.)

Folder 11) PROVERBS - grass is always greener…
Folder 12) PROVERBS - “G” miscellaneous
Folder 13) PROVERBS - cold hands, warm heart
Folder 14) PROVERBS - many hands…
Folder 15) PROVERBS - haste makes waste
Folder 16) PROVERBS - you can lead a horse to water
Folder 17) PROVERBS - never look a gift horse…
Folder 18) PROVERBS - “H” miscellaneous
Folder 19) PROVERBS - “I” miscellaneous
Folder 20) PROVERBS - “K” miscellaneous
Folder 21) PROVERBS - better late than never
Folder 22) PROVERBS - look before you leap
Folder 23) PROVERBS - love is blind
Folder 24) PROVERBS - “L” miscellaneous
Folder 25) PROVERBS - March comes in like a lion…
Folder 26) PROVERBS - Don’t cry over spilt milk
Folder 27) PROVERBS - Misery loves company
Folder 28) PROVERBS - “M” miscellaneous
Folder 29) PROVERBS - don’t cut off your nose…
Folder 30) PROVERBS - “N” miscellaneous
Folder 31) PROVERBS - out of sight…
Folder 32) PROVERBS - “O” miscellaneous
Folder 33) PROVERBS - a penny saved…
Folder 34) PROVERBS - people who live in glass houses…
Folder 35) PROVERBS - pot calling the kettle black
Folder 36) PROVERBS - a watched pot…
Folder 37) PROVERBS - “P” miscellaneous
Folder 38) PROVERBS - the road to hell…
Folder 39) PROVERBS - “R” miscellaneous
Folder 40) PROVERBS - where there’s smoke…
Folder 41) PROVERBS - a rolling stone…
Folder 42) PROVERBS - “S” miscellaneous
Folder 43) PROVERBS - don’t put off until tomorrow…
Folder 44) PROVERBS - “T” miscellaneous
Folder 45) PROVERBS - “U” miscellaneous
Folder 46) PROVERBS - the squeaky wheel…
Folder 47) PROVERBS - a whistling woman…
Folder 48) PROVERBS - if wishes were houses…
Folder 49) PROVERBS - two wrongs…
Folder 50) PROVERBS - “W” miscellaneous
Folder 51) PROVERBS - “Y” miscellaneous
Folder 52) PROVERB PARODIES
Folder 53) PUZZLES - written & oral
A-Z CATEGORIES (cont.)
Folder 54) RECIPES
Folder 55) RELIGIOUS GROUP LORE - legends
Folder 56) RELIGIOUS GROUP LORE - Mormons
Folder 57) RELIGIOUS GROUP LORE - superstitions
Folder 58) RELIGIOUS GROUP LORE - miscellaneous
Folder 59) RETORTS - command retorts
Folder 60) RETORTS - emissions retorts
Folder 61) RETORTS - false sympathy
Folder 62) RETORTS - “he” retorts
Folder 63) RETORTS - insults
Folder 64) RETORTS - insults about family
Folder 65) RETORTS - I’m rubber, you’re glue
Folder 66) RETORTS - who, what, where, why
Folder 67) RETORTS - miscellaneous
Folder 68) RIDDLES - color questions
Folder 69) RIDDLES - situational dilemma (detective case)
Folder 70) RIDDLES - true riddles
Folder 71) RIDDLES - word puns, conundrums
Folder 72) RIDDLES - miscellaneous
Folder 73) SCOUT LORE - boy scouts
Folder 74) SCOUT LORE - girl scouts
Folder 75) SONGS - blason populaire
Folder 76) SONGS - camp songs
Folder 77) SONGS - children
Folder 78) SONGS - drinking
Folder 79) SONGS - w/ gestures
Folder 80) SONGS - jocular sexual/obscene
Folder 81) SONGS - lullabies
Folder 82) SONGS - military
Folder 83) SONGS - religious
Folder 84) SONGS - round
Folder 85) SONGS - miscellaneous
Folder 86) SONG PARODIES - Battle Hymn of the Republic
Folder 87) SONG PARODIES - Bridge over the River Kwai (Col. Bogey’s March)
Folder 88) SONG PARODIES - Happy Birthday to You
Folder 89) SONG PARODIES - Hark the Herald Angels Sing
Folder 90) SONG PARODIES - hi ho, hi ho (from Snow White)
Folder 91) SONG PARODIES - Jingle Bells
Folder 92) SONG PARODIES - My bonnie lies over the ocean
Folder 93) SONG PARODIES - Row, row, row your boat
Folder 94) SONG PARODIES - Rudolph, the red-nosed reindeer
Folder 95) SORORITY LORE - awards
Folder 96) SORORITY LORE - customs
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A-Z CATEGORIES (cont.)

Folder 97) SORORITY LORE - folkspeech
Folder 98) SORORITY LORE - initiation & activities
Folder 99) SORORITY LORE - legends
Folder 100) SORORITY LORE - toasts & cheers
Folder 101) SORORITY LORE - jokes
Folder 102) SPORTS LORE - baseball
Folder 103) SPORTS LORE - basketball
Folder 104) SPORTS LORE - crew
Folder 105) SPORTS LORE - golf
Folder 106) SPORTS LORE - football
Folder 107) SPORTS LORE - ice hockey
Folder 108) SPORTS LORE - lacrosse
Folder 109) SPORTS LORE - racquetball
Folder 110) SPORTS LORE - rugby
Folder 111) SPORTS LORE - stickball
Folder 112) SPORTS LORE - wrestling
Folder 113) SPORTS LORE - miscellaneous
Folder 114) SUPERSTITION - infancy & childhood growth stunting
Folder 115) SUPERSTITION - infancy & childhood hair
Folder 116) SUPERSTITION - infancy & childhood miscellaneous
Folder 117) SUPERSTITION - pregnancy and childbirth birth and labor
Folder 118) SUPERSTITION - pregnancy and childbirth causes of birthmarks
Folder 119) SUPERSTITION - pregnancy and childbirth conception & contraception
Folder 120) SUPERSTITION - pregnancy and childbirth divination of child’s sex
Folder 121) SUPERSTITION - pregnancy and childbirth prenatal influences
Folder 122) SUPERSTITION - pregnancy and childbirth signs & causes of pregnancy
Folder 123) SUPERSTITION - pregnancy and childbirth where babies come from
Folder 124) SUPERSTITION - folk medicine (not cures) human body
Folder 125) SUPERSTITION - folk medicine (not cures) disease causes
Folder 126) SUPERSTITION - folk medicine (not cures) health, longevity, appetite
Folder 127) SUPERSTITION - domestic pursuits broom, sweeping
Folder 128) SUPERSTITION - domestic pursuits clothing—inside out/backwards
Folder 129) SUPERSTITION - domestic pursuits clothing—clothes, hat, shoes on bed (table)
Folder 130) SUPERSTITION - domestic pursuits clothing—turned up hem
Folder 131) SUPERSTITION - domestic pursuits clothing—miscellaneous
Folder 132) SUPERSTITION - domestic pursuits eating & drinking
Folder 133) SUPERSTITION - domestic pursuits food
Folder 134) SUPERSTITION - domestic pursuits horseshoe
Folder 135) SUPERSTITION - domestic pursuits housebuilding
Folder 136) SUPERSTITION - domestic pursuits jewelry
Folder 137) SUPERSTITION - domestic pursuits matches
Folder 138) SUPERSTITION - domestic pursuits mirrors & glass
Folder 139) SUPERSTITION - domestic pursuits pins
A-Z CATEGORIES (cont.)

Folder 140) SUPERSTITION - domestic pursuits salt
Folder 141) SUPERSTITION - domestic pursuits sewing
Folder 142) SUPERSTITION - domestic pursuits sleep
Folder 143) SUPERSTITION - domestic pursuits umbrellas
Folder 144) SUPERSTITION - domestic pursuits wishbones
Folder 145) SUPERSTITION - domestic pursuits miscellaneous
Folder 146) SUPERSTITION - economic & social relationships friends—bread & butter
Folder 147) SUPERSTITION - economic & social relationships friends—miscellaneous
Folder 148) SUPERSTITION - economic & social relationships if your ears buzz, ring, itch
Folder 149) SUPERSTITION - economic & social relationships if your nose itches & variant
Folder 150) SUPERSTITION - economic & social relationships money—itchy palm
Folder 151) SUPERSTITION - economic & social relationships money—lucky penny
Folder 152) SUPERSTITION - economic & social relationships money—with wallet or purse
Folder 153) SUPERSTITION - economic & social relationships money—miscellaneous
Folder 154) SUPERSTITION - economic & social relationships prosperity indicators: New Year
Folder 155) SUPERSTITION - travel & communication black cat
Folder 156) SUPERSTITION - travel & communication crack/back
Folder 157) SUPERSTITION - travel & communication dropping silverware
Folder 158) SUPERSTITION - travel & communication forgetting something
Folder 159) SUPERSTITION - travel & communication ladder
Folder 160) SUPERSTITION - travel & communication load of hay
Folder 161) SUPERSTITION - travel & communication being lost & losing things
Folder 162) SUPERSTITION - travel & communication railroad tracks & tunnels etc.
Folder 163) SUPERSTITION - travel & communication visits & visiting
Folder 164) SUPERSTITION - travel & communication white horse
Folder 165) SUPERSTITION - travel & communication miscellaneous
Folder 166) SUPERSTITION - love & courtship apple skins
Folder 167) SUPERSTITION - love & courtship divination—apple stem
Folder 168) SUPERSTITION - love & courtship divination—wedding cakes
Folder 169) SUPERSTITION - love & courtship wedding day
Folder 170) SUPERSTITION - love & courtship miscellaneous
Folder 171) SUPERSTITION - death bird near the house
Folder 172) SUPERSTITION - death domestic portents
Folder 173) SUPERSTITION - death funerals
Folder 174) SUPERSTITION - death walking over grave/past a cemetery
Folder 175) SUPERSTITION - death miscellaneous
Folder 176) SUPERSTITION - witchcraft, ghosts, magical practices charms—eyelash
Folder 177) SUPERSTITION - witchcraft, ghosts, magical practices charms—crossing fingers
Folder 178) SUPERSTITION - witchcraft, ghosts, magical practices charms—knock on wood
Folder 179) SUPERSTITION - witchcraft, ghosts, magical practices charms—luck good & bad
Folder 180) SUPERSTITION - witchcraft, ghosts, magical practices charms—tasks performed
Folder 181) SUPERSTITION - witchcraft, ghosts, magical practices contagious magic
Folder 182) SUPERSTITION - witchcraft, ghosts, magical practices witches
A-Z CATEGORIES (cont.)

Folder 183) SUPERSTITION - cosmic phenomena birthday cake
Folder 184) SUPERSTITION - cosmic phenomena falling star
Folder 185) SUPERSTITION - cosmic phenomena first star
Folder 186) SUPERSTITION - cosmic phenomena new moon/full moon
Folder 187) SUPERSTITION - cosmic phenomena special days
Folder 188) SUPERSTITION - cosmic phenomena special numbers
Folder 189) SUPERSTITION - cosmic phenomena thirteen
Folder 190) SUPERSTITION - cosmic phenomena threes
Folder 191) SUPERSTITION - animals birds
Folder 192) SUPERSTITION - animals insects
Folder 193) SUPERSTITION - animals spiders & daddy long legs
Folder 194) SUPERSTITION - animals miscellaneous
Folder 195) SUPERSTITION - fishing & hunting
Folder 196) SUPERSTITION - plants divination with buttercup or dandelion
Folder 197) SUPERSTITION - plants miscellaneous
Folder 201) SUPERSTITION - miscellaneous women & sexuality
Folder 202) SUPERSTITION - miscellaneous miscellaneous
Folder 203) TALES - children’s
Folder 204) TALES - religious
Folder 205) TALES - miscellaneous
Folder 206) TAUNTS
Folder 207) TOASTS
Folder 208) TONGUE TWISTERS - betty bought some butter
Folder 209) TONGUE TWISTERS - black bug bled blood
Folder 210) TONGUE TWISTERS - one smart fellow
Folder 211) TONGUE TWISTERS - fig plucker
Folder 212) TONGUE TWISTERS - peter piper
Folder 213) TONGUE TWISTERS - rugged baby buggy bumpers
Folder 214) TONGUE TWISTERS - slit sheet
Folder 215) TONGUE TWISTERS - woodchuck
Folder 216) TONGUE TWISTERS - miscellaneous
Folder 217) WEATHER LORE - animal indications birds
Folder 218) WEATHER LORE - animal indications cows
Folder 219) WEATHER LORE - animal indications dogs
Folder 220) WEATHER LORE - animal indicators ground hog, squirrel
Folder 221) WEATHER LORE - animal indications insects
Folder 222) WEATHER LORE - animal indications miscellaneous
Folder 223) WEATHER LORE - enough blue to make a pair of pants
Folder 224) WEATHER LORE - evening red, morning gray
Folder 225) WEATHER LORE - human indicators
Folder 226) WEATHER LORE - mackerel sky & mare’s tails
Folder 227) WEATHER LORE - the moon; ring around the moon
Folder 228) WEATHER LORE - rain
A-Z CATEGORIES (cont.)

Folder 229) WEATHER LORE - red sky at night…
Folder 230) WEATHER LORE - snow
Folder 231) WEATHER LORE - spring
Folder 232) WEATHER LORE - thunder
Folder 233) WEATHER LORE - wind
Folder 234) WEATHER LORE - miscellaneous
Folder 235) WELLERISMS
Folder 236) WRITTEN FORM - autograph verses friendship, friends
Folder 237) WRITTEN FORM - autograph verses if the girls/boys lived across the sea
Folder 238) WRITTEN FORM - autograph verses I love you… I like you
Folder 239) WRITTEN FORM - autograph verses love & courtship
Folder 240) WRITTEN FORM - autograph verses rebus
Folder 241) WRITTEN FORM - autograph verses roses are red
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Folder 1) WRITTEN FORM - autograph verses written upside down
Folder 2) WRITTEN FORM - autograph verses when you get married…
Folder 3) WRITTEN FORM - autograph verses when you get old
Folder 4) WRITTEN FORM - autograph verses miscellaneous
Folder 5) WRITTEN FORM - bumper stickers
Folder 6) WRITTEN FORM - chain letters
Folder 7) WRITTEN FORM - doodles
Folder 8) WRITTEN FORM - graffiti drugs
Folder 9) WRITTEN FORM - graffiti god is dead. Nietzsche
Folder 10) WRITTEN FORM - graffiti intellectual
Folder 11) WRITTEN FORM - graffiti religious & religious parody
Folder 12) WRITTEN FORM - graffiti miscellaneous
Folder 13) WRITTEN FORM - latrinalia drugs
Folder 14) WRITTEN FORM - latrinalia here list…
Folder 15) WRITTEN FORM - latrinalia intellectual
Folder 16) WRITTEN FORM - latrinalia no matter how you shake…
Folder 17) WRITTEN FORM - latrinalia political
Folder 18) WRITTEN FORM - latrinalia scatological
Folder 19) WRITTEN FORM - latrinalia some people…
Folder 20) WRITTEN FORM - latrinalia topical, oral/cultural
Folder 21) WRITTEN FORM - latrinalia women & women’s lib.
Folder 22) WRITTEN FORM - latrinalia miscellaneous
Folder 23) WRITTEN FORM - over & under sentences
Folder 24) WRITTEN FORM - palindromes
Folder 25) WRITTEN FORM - puzzles
Folder 26) WRITTEN FORM - rebus
Folder 27) WRITTEN FORM - symbols
A-Z CATEGORIES (cont.)
Folder 28) WRITTEN FORM - miscellaneous
Folder 29) XEROGRAPHY - academia
Folder 30) XEROGRAPHY - emissions/scatological
Folder 31) XEROGRAPHY - employee/employer; office
Folder 32) XEROGRAPHY - political
Folder 33) XEROGRAPHY - religious
Folder 34) XEROGRAPHY - sexual
Folder 35) XEROGRAPHY - from service (enter, Dickinson College)
Folder 36) XEROGRAPHY - miscellaneous
Folder 37) UNCLASSIFIED MATERIALS - not folklore

A-Z NATIONS/NATIONALITIES
Folder 38) AFGHANISTAN
    Customs
    Good Luck Charms
    Tradition
Folder 39) AFRICAN
    Greetings
    Superstitions
    Proverbs
Folder 40) ARGENTINEAN
    Customs
    Folk Game
    Folk Medicine
    Folk Phrase
    Folk Song
    Folk Speech
    Folk Tales
    Proverbs
    Rhymes
    Superstitions
Folder 41) ARMENIAN
    Custom
    Legend
    Superstition
Folder 42) ARABIAN
    Custom
    Folk Speech
    Proverb
    Superstition
A-Z NATIONS/NATIONALITIES (cont.)

Folder 43) AUSTRALIAN
  Folk Speech
  Proverb
  Rhyme
  Slang
  Superstition

Folder 44) AUSTRIAN / VIENNESE
  Folk Speech
  Folk Tradition
  Proverb
  Social Etiquette
  Superstition

Folder 45) BALINESE
  Superstition

Folder 46) BELGIAN
  Folk Belief
  Folk Medicine
  Legend

Folder 47) BENGALI
  Custom
  Superstition

Folder 48) BERMUDIAN
  Custom
  Folk Festival

Folder 49) BRAZILIAN
  Folk Cure
  Superstition

Folder 50) CANADIAN
  Carnival Chant
  Custom
  Folk Speech
  Proverb

Folder 51) CHINESE
  Folk Song
  Folk Speech
  Medical Superstition
  Proverb
  Riddle
  Superstition

Folder 52) COLOMBIAN
  Folk Poetry
  Folk Song
  Tongue Twister
A-Z NATIONS/NATIONALITIES (cont.)

Folder 53) CUBAN
  Folk Custom
  Folk Game
  Gesture
  Joke
  Superstition

Folder 54) CZECH
  Children’s Rhyme
  Folk Medicine
  Folk Recipe (Joke)
  Proverb
  Remedy
  Superstition
  Tradition

Folder 55) DANISH
  Folk Custom
  Folk Game
  Folk Tale
  Folk Tradition
  Tradition

Folder 56) DUTCH
  Custom
  Folk Festival
  Folk Game
  Folk Medicine
  Folk Saying
  Folk Speech
  Folk Tradition
  Mnemonic Device
  Proverb
  Riddle
  Superstition

Folder 57) ECUADORIAN
  Proverb

Folder 58) EGYPTIAN
  Gesture
  Superstition

Folder 59) ENGLISH
  Children’s Game
  Ethnic Joke
  Folk Naming
  Folk Remedy
  Folk Speech
A-Z NATIONS/NATIONALITIES (cont.)

Folder 59) ENGLISH (cont.)
- Folk Tradition
- Gesture
- Joke
- Latrinalia
- Legend
- Proverb
- Riddle
- Superstition
- Tradition/Custom
- Xerography

Folder 60) EUROPEAN/EASTERN EUROPEAN
- Folk Custom
- Gesture
- Superstition

Folder 61) FINNISH
- Folk Belief

Folder 62) FRENCH-CANADIAN
- Folk Expression
- Folk Speech

Folder 63) FRENCH
- Custom
- Ethnic Joke
- Folk Game
- Folk Phrase
- Folk Speech
- Folk Tale
- Joke
- Proverb
- Superstition
- Tongue Twister
- Tradition

Folder 64) GERMAN
- Custom
- Fairy Tale
- Folk Legend
- Folk Recipe
- Folk Remedy
- Folk Saying
- Folk Speech
- Folk Tale
- Joke
- Legend
A-Z NATIONS/NATIONALITIES (cont.)

Folder 64) GERMAN (cont.)
Poem
Proverb
Proverbial Rhyme
Superstition
Tradition

Folder 65) GHANA
Folk Speech
Proverb
Superstition

Folder 66) GREEK
Custom
Joke
Proverb
Superstition
Wedding/Baptism Ritual

Folder 67) GUATELAMAN
Riddle

Folder 68) HAWAIIAN
Gesture

Folder 69) HUNGARIAN
Custom
Expression
Folk Speech
Proverb
Recipe
Superstition
Tradition

Folder 70) ICELANDIC
Legend

Folder 71) INDIAN
Custom
Folk Cure
Folk Tale
Game
Proverb
Superstition

Folder 72) IRISH
Chant
Curse
Folk Belief
Folk Custom
Folk Cure
A-Z NATIONS/NATIONALITIES (cont.)

Folder 72) IRISH (cont.)
Folk Medicine
Folk Saying
Folk Simile
Folk Speech
Folk Tale
Legend
Proverb
Rhyme
Song
Superstition

Folder 73) ISRAELI
Custom
Folk Game
Folk Recipe
Holiday Tradition
Marriage Custom
Religious Custom
Superstition

Folder 74) ITALIAN
Curse
Custom
Folk Festival
Folk Food
Folk Medicine
Folk Metaphor
Folk Practice
Folk Prayer
Folk Religion
Folk Remedy
Folk Saying
Folk Speech
Funeral Custom
Joke
Legend
Marriage Custom
Proverb
Retort
Superstition
A-Z NATIONS/NATIONALITIES (cont.)

Folder 75) ITALIAN (cont.)
- Custom
- Folk Cure
- Folk Medicine
- Folk Poem
- Folk Saying
- Folk Tale
- Game
- Gesture
- Graffiti
- Legend
- Proverb
- Riddle
- Superstition
- Tradition

Folder 76) JAMAICAN
- Folk Festival
- Folk Speech
- Ghost Story
- Joke
- Legend
- Superstition

Folder 77) JAPANESE
- Folk Custom
- Legend
- Proverb

Folder 78) JORDAN
- Custom

Folder 79) KOREAN
- Custom
- Folk Saying
- Folk Speech
- Proverb
- Superstition

Folder 80) LATIN
- Folk Saying
- Proverb
- Superstition

Folder 81) LATIN AMERICAN
- Folk Saying

Folder 82) LEBANESE
- Folk Remedy
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A-Z NATIONS/NATIONALITIES (cont.)

Folder 83) MEXICAN
- Custom
- Folk Speech
- Limerick
- Proverb
- Slang

Folder 84) NETHERLANDS
- Proverb

Folder 85) NEW ZEALAND
- Folk Expression

Folder 86) NICARAGUAN
- Folk Medicine
- Folk Speech
- Gesture
- Joke
- Proverb
- Rebus
- Superstition
- Tongue Twister

Folder 87) NIGERIAN
- Proverb

Folder 88) NEPALESE
- Folk Dance
- Proverb
- Superstition

Folder 89) NORWEGIAN
- Folk Belief
- Proverb
- Superstition

Folder 90) PARAGUAY
- Superstition

Folder 91) PERUVIAN
- Legend
- Superstition

Folder 92) POLISH
- Ethnic Proverb
- Folk Custom
- Folk Religion
- Folk Remedy
- Folk Speech
- Legend
- Superstition
- Wedding Ritual
A-Z NATIONS/NATIONALITIES (cont.)

Folder 93) PORTUGUESE
Folk Belief

Folder 94) PUERTO RICAN
Bomba
Children’s Game
Children’s Pastime
Copla
Curse and Gestures
Custom
Folk Comparison
Folk Custom
Folk Feast
Folk Festival
Folk Food
Folk Game
Folk Gesture
Folk Medicine
Folk Religious Custom
Folk Speech
Folk Tale
Folk Tradition
Historical Legend
Joke
Legend
Mnemonic Device
Nickname
Piropo
Proverb
Proverbial Phrase
Proverbial Saying
Riddle
Superstition
Tongue Twister

Folder 95) RUMANIAN
Superstition

Folder 96) RUSSIAN
Custom
Folk Custom
Folk Medicine
Folk Speech
Proverb
Superstition
A-Z NATIONS/NATIONALITIES (cont.)
Folder 97) RUSSIAN-JEWISH
    Folk Speech
    Proverb
    Superstition
Folder 98) SCANDINAVIAN
    Custom
Folder 99) SCOTTISH
    Custom
    Folk Dance
    Folk Expression
    Folk Speech
    Folk Tradition
    Legend
    Legendary Animal
    Rhyme
    Superstition
    Tradition
Folder 100) SLOVAK
    Custom
    Folk Curse
    Folk Custom
    Folk Speech
    Legend
    Proverb
    Religious Tradition
    Riddle
    Saying
    Superstition
    Tradition
Folder 101) SPANISH
    Blason Populaire
    Child’s Game
    Folk Custom
    Folk Legend
    Folk Medicine
    Folk Speech
    Folk Tradition
    Game
    Proverb
    Remedy
    Superstition
    Toast
A-Z NATIONS/NATIONALITIES (cont.)

Folder 102) SWEDISH
  Calendar Custom
  Custom
  Folk Belief
  Folk Calendar Custom
  Folk Expression
  Folk Festival
  Folk Food
  Folk Game
  Folk Gesture
  Folk Rhyme
  Folk Saying
  Folk Tradition
  Game
  Ghost Story
  Joke
  Proverb
  Proverbial Phrase
  Proverbial Saying
  Rhyme
  Rhymed Insults
  Seasonal Custom
  Seasonal Saying
  Superstition
  Tradition

Folder 103) SWISS
  Christmas Tradition
  Custom
  Folk Food
  Folk Medicine
  Folk Remedy
  Folk Tradition
  Gesture
  Proverb
  Tradition

Folder 104) THAILAND
  Custom
  Folk Superstition
  Folk Tradition
  Legend
  Proverb
  Superstition
  Tradition
A-Z NATIONS/NATIONALITIES (cont.)

Folder 105) TURKISH
- Folk Story
- Proverb
- Religious Tradition

Folder 106) UKRAINIAN
- Folk Custom
- Folk Medicine
- Folk Speech

Folder 107) UNITED STATES ETHNIC - Afro-American
- Children’s Games
- Children’s Rhyme
- Folk Cure
- Folk Medicine
- Folk Metaphor
- Folk Speech
- Folk Song
- Folk Verse
- Legend
- Proverb
- Proverbial Saying
- Supernatural Legend
- Superstition

Folder 108) UNITED STATES ETHNIC - American Amish
- Folk Speech
- Proverb
- Pun
- Superstition
- Weather Folklore

Folder 109) UNITED STATES ETHNIC - American Indian
- Folk Medicine
- Folk Symbol
- Legend
- Remedy
- Superstition

Folder 110) UNITED STATES ETHNIC - Jewish Folklore
- Custom
- Folk Custom
- Folk Insults
- Folk Medicine
- Folk Parable
- Folk Saying
- Folk Speech
- Folk Tale
A-Z NATIONS/NATIONALITIES (cont.)

Folder 110) UNITED STATES ETHNIC - Jewish Folklore (cont.)
- Folk Tradition
- Game
- Joke
- Marriage Custom
- Proverb
- Religious Greeting
- Remedy
- Superstition
- Superstitious Law
- Tradition

Folder 111) UNITED STATES ETHNIC - Pennsylvania Dutch
- Folk Belief
- Folk Custom
- Folk Expression
- Folk Dialect
- Folk Practice
- Folk Speech
- Folk Superstition
- Folk Medicine
- Folk Remedy
- Game
- Proverb
- Recipe
- Superstition
- Tradition
- Witchcraft

Folder 112) US VIRGIN ISLANDS
- Folk Song
- Proverb
- Superstition

Folder 113) VIETNAMESE
- Game

Folder 114) WELSH
- Folk Tradition
- Proverb
- Superstition
- Tradition

Folder 115) WEST INDIES
- Pun
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A-Z NATIONS/NATIONALITIES (cont.)
Folder 116) YIDDISH
Curse
Euphemism
Folk Speech
Proverb
Speech

Folder 117) YUGOSLAVIA
Folk Custom
Folk Speech

UNFILED ASSIGNMENTS
Folder 118) Aleo, Michael - Summer 1981
Folder 119) Biggar, Melissa - Spring 1984
Folder 120) Billhardt, Stephen - Spring 1984
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UNFILED ASSIGNMENTS (cont.)
Folder 1) Cassidy, Geoff - Spring 1984
Folder 2) Camillo, Stacey - Spring 1984
Folder 3) Chase, Eliza - Spring 1984
Folder 4) Chelap, Patti - Spring 1984
Folder 5) Clauser, Mark - Spring 1984
Folder 6) Coyne, Brian - Spring 1984
Folder 7) Croner, Jonathan - Spring 1984
Folder 8) Dee, Elka - Spring 1984
Folder 9) Dell, Alba - Spring 1984
Folder 10) dePenaloza, Rennie - Spring 1984
Folder 11) DeBerdine, Jennifer - Spring 1984
Folder 12) Deppner, Kristina - Spring 1984
Folder 13) DiNardo, Lisa - Spring 1984
Folder 14) Durstoff, Clay - Spring 1984
Folder 15) Ferraro, Joe - Spring 1984
Folder 16) Forys, Christine - Spring 1984
Folder 17) Foster, Mimi - Summer 1981
Folder 18) Franitza, Karen - Spring 1984
Folder 19) Grimm, Meg - Spring 1984
Folder 20) Harle, Jennifer - Spring 1984
Folder 21) Hassan, Mary - Spring 1984
Folder 22) Hunt, Paula - Summer 1979
Folder 23) Iverson, Jenny - Spring 1984
Folder 24) Izbicki, Kevin - Spring 1984
Folder 25) Juday, Lynn - Spring 1984
UNFILED ASSIGNMENTS (cont.)
  Folder 26) Kendal, Jodi - Spring 1984
  Folder 27) Kennedy, Diane - Spring 1984
  Folder 28) Klein, Stephen - Spring 1984
  Folder 29) Kreis, Kath - Spring 1984
  Folder 30) Markunas, Susan - Summer 1981
  Folder 31) Marshall, Scott - Spring 1984
  Folder 32) Maus, Susan - Summer 1981
  Folder 33) Merritt, Roger - Spring 1984
  Folder 34) Murray, David - Spring 1984
  Folder 35) Naman, Katya - Spring 1984
  Folder 36) Neff, Anne - Spring 1984
  Folder 37) Nightengale, Jennifer - Spring 1984
  Folder 38) Norbury, Julie - Spring 1984
  Folder 39) Norris, Diane - Spring 1984
  Folder 40) Otto, Mark - Spring 1984
  Folder 41) Paterno, Jim - Spring 1984
  Folder 42) Patrick, Debbie - Spring 1984
  Folder 43) Porter, Ken - Spring 1984
  Folder 44) Quinn, Patricia - Spring 1984
  Folder 45) Ritterhoff, Patricia - Spring 1984
  Folder 46) Santoni, Juanita - Spring 1984
  Folder 47) Sedar, Warren - Spring 1984
  Folder 48) Seward, Weezy - Spring 1984
  Folder 49) Shaw, Bud - Summer 1979
  Folder 50) Tousimis, Chris - Spring 1984
  Folder 51) Spear, Shelley - Spring 1984
  Folder 52) Troy, Jill - Spring 1984
  Folder 53) Weaver, Tammy - Spring 1984
  Folder 54) Williams, Carla - Spring 1984
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    Folder 66) Carlisle and other local folklore
    Folder 67) Additional unfiled assignments
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